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BACKGROUND
The Veterans Administration Supportive Services for Veterans Families “SSVF” programs began using
HMIS to record and report program data starting in 2011. Client level data is reported to the Veterans
Administration via an electronic data transfer file in XML format. The data elements required for the
SSVF program are similar to those required for HPRP but some important differences in the workflow
and required elements, which should be noted:





The SSVF program will utilizes “VA” entry type rather than an HPRP entry type.
In addition to the Financial Assistance categories used by HPRP (Rental Assistance, Moving
Expenses, Utility Assistance, etc) there are three additional categories allowed under SSVF.
These Financial Assistance types are expenses for Transportation, Child Care, and Emergency
Supplies. These services are not currently HUD data elements, and do not correspond to an
existing HPRP Financial Assistance Type. These however can/should be recorded in ServicePoint
as standard service transactions so that they can be tracked using the canned Client Served report
or a service based ART report.
There are also data elements collected/required by the VA that do not currently exist in the HMIS
Data Standards. It is expected that these will be added to the HMIS Data Standard in 2012 at
which point Bowman Systems will add them as stock questions into ServicePoint and incorporate
them into SSVF reporting. Until that time, customers may wish to clarify reporting expectations
concerning these items with their VA representative or HUD TA. If necessary, the customer
could potentially add these items as custom questions into their ServicePoint implementation and
report on them using ART.

PROVIDER CONFIGURATION
A separate provider should be created for each SSVF program/grant. SSVF providers should be used
exclusively for recording the services and assessment data related to the SSVF funded clients, and should
not be recording program stays, services and data related to non-SSVF clients. SSVF Provider and
assessment configuration is similar to HPRP. In order to facilitate the SSVF workflow the SSVF provider
should be configured as outlined in Appendix C.

IMPORTANT
System Administrators must contact their Customer Support Specialist to have
the SSVF features turned on.
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SERVICEPOINT® WORKFLOW
Bowman Systems recommends the following workflow for SSVF data entry into ServicePoint. Complete
data entry will maximize the reporting capability for both the required reports as well as Ad Hoc reporting
using ART.
For additional guidance on your program’s requirements for reporting on SSVF, please contact your
HUD TA or Field Office or VA Representative.
The workflow is divided into five (5) sections: client arrival, assessment, services, exit, and reporting.

Client Arrival
This step is also referred to as the client’s “point of entry” or “intake.” In essence, it involves capturing
the client’s story at the time that they officially entered the program. For financial assistance programs, it
may also provide needed information for pre-screening or eligibility determination. The information
collected at arrival is generally static and fixed and is referred to in reporting as “Entry Data”.

Step One: Enter Data As


End Users should switch to the appropriate provider for data entry. Click on the “Enter Data As”
link on the upper right had side of the screen. The end user will receive a popup with Providers
they have available for data entry. Click on the Green Plus sign next to the provider they will be
doing data entry as. (Figure 1-1)

Figure 1-1


When finished the end user screen will look similar to Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2

Note: The SSVF provider may be your default provider. Verify this step with
your System Administrators
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Step Two: Back Date Mode


Unless data entry is being done the day that it is collected Back Date Mode will need to be used.
Back Date Mode will ensure that data is entered on the correct date and time for reporting
purposes. To set a new back date click on the “Back Date” link in the upper right hand corner. A
pop up window will appear where the end user will need to enter the date as to when the data was
collected and click on the “Set Back Date” button. (Figure 2-1)

Figure 2-1

Step Three: Create or edit the client’s record


Enter ClientPoint and search the database for possible matches. (Figure 3-1(1))

Figure 3-1



For maximum search results, make sure to search for name only, and then search by social
security number only.
If the client already has an existing record in ServicePoint, simply click on the client’s name (a
blue hyperlink) to access the record. (Figure 3-2 (1)) If the search results yield no adequate
matches, add the client as new. (Figure 3-2 (2))
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Figure 3-2



Upon completion of this step, the client’s record will appear in the Client Profile screen. (Figure
3-3) All of the client’s profile information should be completed at this time. (Figure 3-3(1))
Programs can/will also attach an assessment to the profile screen to collect additional information
at intake. This assessment screen will display beneath the client’s profile information and should
be completed at this time. (Figure3-3 (2))

Note: System Administrators may not have an assessment assigned on the
profile screen. Ask your System Administrator for details.
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Figure 3-3

Step Four: Create or edit client’s household


Enter Households screen. (Figure 4-1)
o

If the client has one or more existing households, these households will be displayed.
(Figure 4-1(1)) If the household data is accurate, reflects the client’s current household
configuration, and includes all of the current household members, then proceed to step 5.

o

If the makeup of the household has changed it should be updated by clicking on the edit
pencil adjacent to the household record, (Figure 4-1(2)) triggering a pop-up window and
allowing household members to be removed or added as needed.

o

If the client was just added to the database in Step One, they will not have an existing
household and one must be created which includes the client’s current household
members. This can be accomplished in one of two ways:

o



If you know or are able to determine that one (or more) of the client’s
household members is already in the database, you can locate their household
and add the client to it. (Figure 4-1(3))



If the client’s household members are not already in a household grouping then a
new household should be created (Figure 4-1(4)) and as the various members are
entered into ServicePoint they should be added to this new household.

It is not necessary to create a household for a single individual for SSVF reporting since
reports will count a single individual as a one-person household.
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Note: Information will most likely already exist for a client with an existing record in
ServicePoint and will populate the profile and assessment screens with the most recent
information, however it is important that the client’s household and demographic information be
reviewed and updated as needed each time a program entry, program exit, or service is recorded.

Figure 4-1


Note: It is very important that ALL household members be properly included in their
household grouping BEFORE creating any ROIs, program entry records or service transactions
for any given household/client.

Alternative Step Four: Create or edit client’s household using the new
Household management available in ServicePoint


ServicePoint version 5.6 and after offer a completely new method of creating and managing
households which can greatly reduce the time and effort connected with the Household portion of
a workflow. The creation of households and the clients that they contain are combined into a
single coordinated process. This new functionality is activated through Provider Admin / Modular
Settings by selecting the ServicePoint Settings Module, scrolling down to the Households tab and
checking the box labeled “Prompt Users to Create Households when Creating Clients”. (Figure
4A-1(1)). Once this functionality is activated, the user will now be given the option of creating
the client and household simultaneously. (Figure 4A-2). Instructions and training videos for using
the new household functionality are available in CollaboranGo and through your Customer
Service Specialist.

Figure 4A-1
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Figure 4A-2

Step Five: Record ROI (some programs may not require)


Enter ROI screen (Figure 5-1(1)) and click on “Add Release of Information” (Figure 5-1(2)).
This will activate a popup window (Figure 5-1(3)) allowing an ROI to be recorded and applied to
each member of the household that was created in Step 2(Figure 5-1(4)). Be sure to select the
proper provider and to complete the ROI end date and other ROI related data in the ROI pop-up
screen. (Figure 5-1(5))

Figure 5-1
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Program Entry
Step Six: Record program entry (Single or Households)


Enter the Entry / Exit screen (Figure 6-1(1) and add a program entry record, (Figure 6-1(2)),
again applying it each member of the household (Figure 6-1(3)), and populating the Entry / Exit
pop-up screen with the needed information. For SSVF Programs select “VA” as the “Type” of
entry, (Figure 6-1(4)) and make sure the proper SSVF provider and entry date is displaying before
the entry record is saved. (Figure 6-1(5))

Figure 6-1


Upon saving the entry record, (Figure 6-1(6)), the entry assessment will appear. (Figure 6-2) This
assessment contains the data that SSVF programs are required to record at time of entry and any
additional entry information that the program has elected to add to the entry assessment. This
information should be entered for every household member. Click on the name of the first
Household member on the left and enter the assessment data on the right. When finished with
this household member click the save button at the bottom of the page and repeat this process for
every household member. Every time client information is saved, the member will have a green
check marked entered next to their name indicating their assessment has been answered for this
instance of the assessment.
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Figure 6-2


As in the profile assessment, the most recent information previously recorded for clients will prepopulate the assessment form to simplify data entry, however it is very important to check the
accuracy of this information and make appropriate edits as necessary.
IMPORTANT
If “Don’t Know” or “Refused” are selected as the Housing Status response, or
if this question is left unanswered, the client will not be reported in the
HPRP APR report, which is being used as the interim reporting tool for SSVF
program.

Note: In some cases, System Administrators may have configured a “Household
Data Sharing” assessment to be available. This special assessment will usually
include required data elements such as prior living situation, zip code of last address,
and housing status whose answers are very often common for all members of the
Household. Using this special assessment properly can save time and improve data
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consistency. If this assessment is being used, respond to the questions for the first
member of the household, scroll to the top of the page and then click “Add Household
Data” (Figure 6-3) which activated a pop-up window containing the Household Data
Sharing Assessment (Figure 6-4).

Figure 6-3


Simply answer the questions in this assessment and use the check boxes at the top of the
worksheet to apply them to all or some of the household members (Figure 4-4(1)).



After completing the entry assessment for the first client in the household, save and exit to the
program entry screen.

Figure 6-4

Data Entry Instructions:


It is very important to understand that the data, which is inputted through the entry
worksheets/assessments, is being date stamped to coincide with the date of the program entry. If
it becomes necessary to add entry data or to edit previously recorded data, always make sure to
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access the entry assessment THROUGH THE ENTRY/EXIT tab (and not through the assessment
tab) since this will insure that the new data and/or edits are being properly date stamped and
attached to the entry record. Backdate all data to the date it was received from the client.


Always be sure to check existing data for accuracy as of the client’s entry into your program.
Make any necessary changes to the data to reflect the client’s status as of the date of entry into the
program remembering to always save any changes.



Sub-assessments are special sets of questions designed to capture data such as income, which
may change frequently. Each record in the subassessment has a start date and an end date, which
control the reporting for that piece of information. For example if a client has earned income of
$500 a month at time of program entry. The start date for that entry should be recorded as the date
of program entry, (or earlier if the date the income started is known). The end date should be left
blank to indicate that it is on going and reportable until which time an end date is recorded.



When changes to a sub-assessment are necessary, i.e. income or non-cash benefits, click the
pencil and add end date values to recordsets that are no longer in effect and add new recordsets
with start dates as appropriate. In cases where one value is ending and another is starting, such as
when recording an increase in earned income, the end date of the expiring value should be set to
the day before the start date of the new value.

Services and Financial Assistance
Service transaction records and additional information can be added at any time after the client has
entered the program and before the client has exited the program. When a client begins receiving services
such as case management or financial assistance, Service transaction records must be created. Services
can be added to the client record one transaction at a time or by using the multiple services function,
which allows several to be entered at once. The first methodology explained below is the single
transaction methodology:

Step Seven: Entering service transactions for the client/ household


In the Service Transactions tab, select Add a Service to access the service transaction
screen (Figure7-1). Include ALL THE MEMBERS of the household when recording ANY SSVF
service or financial assistance. Even when the services/assistance was given to a specific
household member, the SSVF program assumes that all of the household members benefited
directly or indirectly from such assistance. Household members are included by clicking on the
box marked Check All Household Members or by checking the boxes next to each household
member’s name individually. (Figure 7-1(1)

IMPORTANT
Include ALL THE MEMBERS of the household when recording ANY SSVF
services or financial assistance. Even when the services/assistance was given
only to a specific household member, the SSVF program assumes that all of
the household members benefited directly or indirectly from such assistance.
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Remember to Enter Data As the proper SSVF program. The Service Provider and Entry Exit
provider must be the same. (Figure 7-1-(2)

IMPORTANT
The service transaction display is determined by the HPRP Configuration in
ServicePoint Settings under Module Settings for your provider. At the very
least, check “Display Financial Assistance Type question when adding
services”, “Display Financial Assistance Start and End dates when adding
services”, and “Display Housing relocation and stabilization service when
adding services”.


Enter a Start Date for the Service (Figure 7-1-(3) and select the type of service from the dropdown picklist. (Figure 7-1-(4). The Service Start Date must be after the Entry Date and time. If
the Service Start Date is before the client’s entry into the program, the Service will not be counted
or reported properly. For ongoing Services that span or apply to more than one calendar day, the
Start and End Dates are intended to reflect the dates to which the Service applies. For example,
Case management services may span the entire time that the client is enrolled in the programs in
which case the Service Start Date be the same as the Entry Date and the Service End Date would
be the same as the Exit Date.
IMPORTANT
The Service Start Date must be after the Entry Date and time. If it is before, it
will not report properly on the HPRP APR report. The Service Provider needs
to be the same as the Entry Exit Provider. If it is not, the service will not report
on the HPRP APR report.



When recording an ongoing service such as case management, the service End Date can be left
blank until the service has ended, or until the client is exiting the program. The maximum length
of a service transaction is three months, at which time the service must be reviewed and
reconfirmed before allowing it to continue. For this reason, an error message will appear if the
End Date is greater than 3 months from the Start Date. If a service is approved to be continued
beyond the three month limit, the first three month service should be ended and a new service
begun.



Refer to Appendix A for guidance on service Start Dates and service End Dates that are
connected with financial assistance. Generally, financial assistance is recorded as a one day
service based on the date that the check is issued, while the time period covered by the assistance
is reflected in HPRP Financial Assistance Start Date and the HPRP Financial Assistance End
Date (described below). For example if a check was issued on January 9th to cover February’s
rent, the service Start Date and service End Date would both be recorded as January 9, while the
HPRP Financial Assistance Start Date would be February 1 and the HPRP Financial Assistance
End Date would be February 28.
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The next section of the Service Transaction worksheet is entitled Service Costs (Figure 7-1-(5)
and can be used to capture financial data related to financial assistance type service transactions.
Programs using this functionality should refer to Appendix A for guidance in selecting the proper
unit type for the particular type of service, which is being entered.



Below the Service Cost section is a special section used to categorize SSVF /HPRP service and
financial assistance transactions. It is imperative that SSVF programs complete this section
accurately to insure proper reporting. This section contains the following four questions and
complete guidance on completion of these items is contained in Appendix A.: (Figure 7-1-(6)
o

HPRP Housing Relocation and Stabilization Service

o

HPRP Financial Assistance Type

o

HPRP Financial Assistance Start Date

o

HPRP Financial Assistance End Date



The next section of the Service Transaction worksheet is the follow-up utility. (Figure 7-1-(7)
This functionality allows the user to trigger reminder messages prompting them to perform client
specific follow-ups such as the three month service reviews described earlier. When a scheduled
follow-up becomes due, the utility triggers a reminder message to appear on the user’s home
screen. Use of the follow-up module is optional to the SSVF program workflow since it has no
impact on SSVF reporting.



The final section of the Service Transaction worksheet is for recording need status and outcome.
(Figure 7-1-(8)) When a service transaction is recorded in ServicePoint, the software
automatically records a corresponding client need for that particular service. The status of the
need can be set to “Identified”. “In Progress” or “Closed” while the need’s outcome can be
recorded as “Fully Met” “Partially Met”, “Service Pending” or “Not Met”. As need data is
complied it can be reported to assist in identifying unmet community needs of a program’s
success at meeting need, The classification of need status and outcome can vary from program so
users should consult their Agency Administrator concerning their particular workflow, and for
guidance in completing this portion of the Service Transaction worksheet.

Note: Housing Relocation & Stabilization Services provided are required to be done every 90 days
during program enrollment (see page 5 of SSVF Data Collection Guide).
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Figure 7-1
Multiple Services Entry The procedures described above involves the use of the single
service entry methodology. ServicePoint also provides a means of entering groupings of
services at the same time referred to as Multiple Services Entry. This methodology can be
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especially useful and efficient in instances where the program serves a high volume of clients,
and/or in programs were clients generally receive the same set of services. It is the preferred
method of highly skilled/experienced data entry personnel. It can often reduce the amount of
time needed to process a client record. Since the SSVF programs provides a broad range of
services that are highly tailored to the individual needs of their clientele, the single service
entry method will probably be the preferred workflow for most programs, however programs
should be aware of the Multiple Services Entry option and explore its usefulness in
improving the efficiency of data entry.

Step Eight: Assessment question updates



Questions can be updated in a client’s record at any time by entering the assessments screen in
ServicePoint (Figure 8-1-(1)). However, information needs to be time stamped appropriately
when entered so that it reports properly.
All updated data must be entered into the appropriate provider by using Enter Data As or by
assigning users at the SSVF program provider.

Figure 8-1




If data is not being entered in real time, then backdate mode (Figure 8-1-(2)) should be used to
time stamp the record appropriately.
Housing Relocation & Stabilization Services provided are required to be done every 90 days
during program enrollment (see page 5 of SSVF Data Collection Guide).
If the intent is to edit the entry or exit values of a particular assessment question, the data needs to
be inputted though the entry/exit work sheet (Figure 8-2-(1)-(2)). This method will ensure that
the data is properly time stamped with the exact data and time matching the entry or exit.

Figure 8-2
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IMPORTANT


If the intent is to edit the entry or exit values of a particular assessment
question, the data needs to be inputted though the entry/exit work
sheet as opposed to entering it through the assessment worksheet as
this method will insure that the data is properly time stamped with the
exact data and time matching the entry or exit.

Step Nine: Sub-assessment data updates


The client disability information, income records, non-cash benefit information, and any other
data collected in sub-assessments can also be updated at any time through the assessment
worksheet by selecting the assessment in which the subassessment is embedded. Unlike
assessment data, subassessment data reporting is not determined by the date stamp of the data, but
rather by the start data and end dates of the subassessment recordsets. For this reason changes to
sub-assessment records often a two-step process, involving the recording of an end date on the
expiring recordset, and recording a new recordset with and appropriate start date. In cases where
one value is ending and another is starting, such as when recording an increase in earned income,
the end date of the expiring value should always be set to the day before the start date of the new
value.

Figure 9-1

IMPORTANT
When recording changes in income and other subassessment data do not
overwrite the existing value since this will nullify the previous value.
Instead, end date the old value and add a new recordset to start the new
value. The end date of the expiring value should always be set to the day
before the start date of the new value
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PROGRAM EXIT
Step Ten: Creating the exit record


Review the client’s Service Transactions and record an end date for each un-ended transaction
(Figure 10-1).

Figure 10-1


Change the related Need Status to closed and edit the outcome of the related need to reflect
whether the clients need was met (Figure 10-2).

Figure 10-2


Enter the Entry/ Exit worksheet, (Figure 10-3-(1)) click on the exit pencil for the current entry
(Figure 10-3-(2)).

Figure 10-3


Record the client’s exit date, reason for leaving and exit destination (Figure 10-4). Check the
other household members who are sharing the exit (Figure 10-4). Normally these three pieces of
information will be the same for all of the household members, however if it is not then separated
exits should be recorded as needed.
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Figure 10-4


Since program entry and exit data are frequently compared when evaluating the effectiveness of a
program, it is very important to insure that the exit assessment is complete and accurate.
Information about the household members that may have changed during the client’s program
stay will be included on an exit assessment/worksheet which will be attached to the client’s exit
record. The most recent assessment values will auto populate the exits assessment, so if it has
been kept up to date during their stay, little editing may be needed. Housing Status should always
be checked and updated since it will frequently change as the client exits the program. Make sure
to end date any sub assessment information that is no longer true and create new sub assessments
records as needed to reflect an accurate assessment of the client’s situation at time of exit.
Review the information for every household member on this worksheet carefully and record any
changes as appropriate (Figure 10-5)). Click on the name of the first Household member on the
left and enter the assessment data on the right. When finished with this household member click
the save button at the bottom of the page and repeat this process for every household member.
Every time client information is saved, the member will have a green check marked entered next
to their name indicating their assessment has been answered for this instance of the assessment.
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Figure 10-5

Monitoring Data Quality
Step Eleven: Data Quality Reports


Programs should develop a data quality plan for insuring that data is accurate and that data entry
errors and omissions are identified and corrected. This plan should include a regular schedule of
running and reviewing appropriate data quality reports. Suggested reports can be found in the
“Reporting” section below.

WORKFLOW CHECK LIST






Enter Data As
Back Date
Locate/Create Client in the ServicePoint database
Create/Update Household Member Information
Create Electronic ROI Record(s) for Each Agency & Program Providing Services (where
Applicable)
 Create an VA Entry/Exit ENTRY Worksheet
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 Answer the Housing Status question on the ENTRY Worksheet for each client in the household
individually, along with any other assessment questions required by your Provider.
 Record the client/household history of services and financial assistance by creating Service
Transaction records using the SSVF Crosswalk Appendix A as a guide.
 If necessary, regularly update Assessment Information (using backdate mode where applicable) to
ensure that all required Universal Data Elements have responses during the client’s affiliation
with the SSVF program.
 Housing Relocation & Stabilization Services provided are required to be done every 90 days
during program enrollment (see page 5 of SSVF Data Collection Guide).
 When the client/household is ready to exit the program record End Dates for any service
transaction without end dates
 Record the clients/household exit from the Program recording their Exit Date, Destination and
Reason for Leaving.
 Update client/household Assessment Information on the Exit Worksheet.
 Save Changes
 Run HPRP APR and Data Quality Reports Regularly!

REPORTING
Reporting Context
Since SSVF reporting is done on the program level, reports are designed to be run by Agency
Administrators AT THE PROGRAM LEVEL. Reports may not be accurate when run at higher security
levels since this may result in extraneous data being included in the report. It is recommended that a
reporting license be attached at the SSVF program level for running the required reports. If the report is
run at a higher level, it is very important the EDA reporting functionality be utilized to focus reporting to
the program level.

Summary of Requirements



SSVF reporting requires monthly data uploads from ServicePoint to the VA Data Repository
Uploads are due on the 5th business day of the month.

Required Report
SSVF Data Transfer Utility
The SSVF data transfer tool is built directly into ServicePoint, and needs to be activated by the Customer
Service Specialist. Once activated, the utility will appear as an option in the ServicePoint Report menu.
This utility facilitates the direct transfer of client level data from ServicePoint into the VA data
depository. This utility uses an XML 5.0 format and replaces the HPRP APR as the monthly reporting
mechanism. Complete instructions on using the XML export tool can be found in Appendix E.
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Recommended Reports for Monitoring and Data Quality
0623 – HPRP APR
This ART Gallery report has been created to facilitate the extraction of data from HMIS for the
completion of the HPRP APR. Since the SSVF reporting requirements are very similar to HPRP, this
report is useful for monitoring the SSVF data between submissions.
0624 – HPRP APR Detail
This ART Gallery report is a companion report to the 0625 HPRP APR, and will be very useful in the
monitoring much of SSVF client level data and for purposed of data cleaning prior to the monthly
reporting cycle.
252 – Data Quality Report Card (EE)
This report is data quality monitoring tool that generates a letter grade based upon program’s data
completion rate. The report considers the twenty data elements including the HUD Universal and
Program Specific Data Elements. Completion rates are calculated and reported based on the percentage of
program entry exits where the requirement has been met. The report can be run for multiple programs and
is sectioned by provider so that each provider’s report card will be displayed on a separate page, allowing
batch printing. Prompts allow the user to specify a date range and to select the provider(s) on which to
base the report. The report includes a detail section to assist users in finding and fixing data entry
omissions.
Client Served Report (canned provider report inside of ServicePoint)
SSVF grantees will find this report particular useful for tracking SSVF services, and especially those such
as transportation, child care, and purchased supplies that do not have a corresponding HPRP Financial
Assistance Type/ Housing Relocation and Stabilization Service category in the current HMIS Data
Standards.
230 – HPRP Data Quality Part 1
This ART report is designed to monitor data quality by locating client data, which is missing, incorrect or
inconsistent with other data for the same client. This report focuses on locating errors and incongruities
specifically related to HPRP reporting, but because of close similarities, may be useful for monitoring
SSVF as well. Eight common data quality issues are identified.
Entry Exit Report (canned provider report inside of ServicePoint)
This real-time canned report will also be very useful in monitoring client level data and identifying data
quality issues prior to submitting the required reports.
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APPENDIXES
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Service Crosswalk
Data Collection Guide
Provider Admin Configuration
VA Specific Data Elements
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APPENDIX A

Recording SSVF Service Transactions
HPRP Financial
Assistance
Category

HPRP Housing Relocation and
Stabilization Service Category

Street Outreach
Programs

-

Outreach and Engagement

PH-1000

Case/Care
Management

-

Case Management

Assistance in Obtaining VA Benefits

FT-1000.9000

Veteran Benefit
Assistance

-

Case Management

Assistance in Obtaining and Coordinating
Other Public Benefits

TJ-3000

Information and
Referral

-

Case Management

FT

Legal Services

Legal Services

BH-3900.3100

Housing Search
Assistance

Housing Search and Placement

DM-1500.1500

Credit Counseling

Recommended AIRS Service Code

#

SSVF Service Category

1

Outreach

PH-8000

2

Case Management Services

3

4

Unit Type

Number of
Units

Cost of Units

Amount of
Funding

Funding
Source

Eligible Temporary Financial Assistance /
Rental Assistance

Credit Repair
Currently the HMIS data standards do
not include an HPRP HRSS category for
"other" VA Services.

BH-3800.7000

Rent Payment
Assistance

Months
Arrearage
Rental Assistance

7

Months
Arrearage
BV-8900

Utility Assistance

Utility Payments

VA

Months Subsidy

Eligible Temporary Financial Assistance /
Utility Fee Payment Assistance

Same as Service Start Date and End
Date

-

Other Supportive Services

others as appropriate

6

HPRP Financial HPRP Financial
Serive End
Assistance Start Assistance End
Date
Date
Date

Record the date the service
actually started and ended

Cost and unit data are generally not recorded

5

Service
Start Date

Number of
months covered
by the payment.

Months Subsidy

8

BH-3800.7250

Rental Deposit
Assistance

Security Deposits

-

BV-8900.9150

Utility Deposit
Assistance

Utility Deposits

-

-

Eligible Temporary Financial Assistance /
Deposits

9

Eligible Temporary Financial Assistance /
Moving Cost

BH-5000.5100

Moving Expense
Assistance

Moving Cost
Assistance

10

Eligible Temporary Financial Assistance /
Purchase of Emergency Supplies for a
Participant

BM

Material Goods

11

Eligible Temporary Financial Assistance /
Transportation Assistance

BT

Transportation

12

Eligible Temporary Financial Assistance /
Child Care Assistance

PH-1250

Child Care
Providers

Currently the HMIS
data standards do
not include
corresponding HPRP
Financial Assistance
Types for these VA
Services.

Amount of
financial
assistance
divided by the
number of
uitis provided

As Appropriate
-

-

-

As Appropriate

Amount of
financial
assistance
provided

Record as a one day service
starting and ending on the
Record the time period covered by the
date on which the payment
payment or susidy. For rental or utility
was made or the check was
arrearages, the start date may be prior
dated. Each payment should
to program entry.
be recorded as a separate
service.
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Introduction
Public Law 110-387 authorized the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to develop the
Supportive Services for Veteran Families Program (SSVF) and makes HMIS participation a statutory
requirement for SSVF grant recipients and sub-recipients. Grantees providing SSVF assistance and
services must report client-level data into the applicable community CoC HMIS system and must also
collect a few VA custom data elements and track these elements through either a separate accounting
process or work with their HMIS vendor to create these categories.
This SSVF Data Collection Guide packages data collection summary tables, collection templates, and
template instructions into one document to assist grantees and subrecipients with meeting data
collection requirements. Guidance documents are based on HUD’s revised March 2010 HMIS Data
Standards and a few VA custom data elements that grantees and subrecipients need to collect to meet
VA reporting requirements. HUD’s revised March 2010 HMIS Data Standards can be downloaded at
http://www.hudhre.info/documents/FinalHMISDataStandards_March2010.pdf.
The Guide includes the following sections:
Section 1: Data Collection Elements at a Glance
Required SSVF Data Collection Elements Table
VA SSVF Data Elements and Response Categories
Section 2: Program Set-Up
Program Descriptor Data Dictionary Tool
Section 3: Data Collection Templates and Instructions
Intake Template
Income Template
Financial Assistance Provided Template
Supportive Services Provided Template
Exit Template
Template Instructions
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1.

Section 1: Data Collection Elements at a Glance

Required SSVF HMIS Data Elements
Required SSVF HMIS Data Elements
The following tables group the HMIS data elements by type (Universal, Program-Specific and VA Custom Data Elements) and summarizes
requirements regarding: 1) from whom the data are collected (for client-specific data elements); and 2) when the data are collected.
HUD #
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.9a
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14
3.15

Universal Data Elements

Subjects

Collect at
Entry

Name

All Persons in the Household

X

Social Security Number
Date of Birth
Race
Ethnicity
Gender
Veteran Status
Disabling Condition
Residence Prior to Program Entry
Length of Stay in Previous Place
Zip Code of Last Permanent Address
Housing Status
Program Entry Date
Program Exit Date
Unique Person Identification Number
Household Identification Number

All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household
All Adults in Household
All Persons in the Household
All Adults in Household
All Adults in Household
All Adults in Household
All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household – System Generated
All Persons in the Household – System Generated

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Collect at
Exit

Collect
at 90
days

X
X

X
X
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HUD #

4.1
4.1a
4.2
4.2a
4.10
4.13
4.14
4.15E

Program Specific Data Elements

Source and Amount of Income
Income Received in Last 30 Days
Non-Cash Benefits
Non-Cash Benefits Received in Last 30
Days
Destination
Financial Assistance Provided1
Housing Relocation & Stabilization
Services Provided2
Veteran’s Information

Subjects

All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household

Collect at
Least
Annually

Collect
at Entry

Collect
at Exit

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household
All Persons in the Household

Collect
at 90
days

X
X

All Persons that Answered “Yes”
to Veterans Status Data Element

VA Custom Data Elements
The following data elements may not be currently available
in your CoC HMIS system. However, grantees are
required to collect this information in order to meet
quarterly reporting requirements.
Category of Permanent Housing
Formerly Chronically Homeless
Currently Chronically Homeless
Percent of AMI

Collect
When
Assistance
Provided

X
X

X

Collect
at Exit

Collect
at 90
days

X
Subjects

All Adults in Household
All Heads of Household or All Adults
All Heads of Household or All Adults
All Heads of Household or All Adults

Collect
at Entry

X
X
X
X

X

1 Rent Assistance should be tracked in HMIS as “Rent”; Utility Assistance should be tracked in HMIS as either “Utility deposit” or “Utility payment”; Moving
Expenses should be tracked in HMIS as “Moving cost assistance”
2 Outreach Services should be tracked in HMIS as “Outreach and engagement”; Case Management Services should be tracked in HMIS as “Case management”;
Assistance in Obtaining VA Benefits and Assistance in Obtaining Other Public Benefits should both be tracked as “case management” in HMIS.
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VA SSVF Data Elements and Response Categories
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Appendix C
Provider Configuration and Assessment Administration
•

Required provider settings
–
–
–
–

Check “HUD/ HMIS Provider” in the provider configuration
Check “Uses ServicePoint” in the provider configuration
Set “Program Type Code” to “Rapid Re-Housing (HUD)” in HUD Standards Information
on the Profile > Standards Information tab
Activate the SSVF provider checkbox in the provider configuration

•

IMPORTANT: Contact Customer Support to activate the SSVF xml upload utility

•

Required User settings
– Provide Users with Access to ClientPoint

•

Services Configuration
–

Service Quicklist should contain the service codes as shown below:

–

•

Service History Display Recommendation:

Picklist Administration Recommendation:
–

Unit type picklist should be configured to include unit types appropriate to the
services/assistance being given.
EXAMPLES:
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Month(s) Arrearage … for past due rental assistance
Month(s) Subsidy … for current/future rental assistance
Bus tickets … for transportation assistance
Monthly bus passes … for transportation assistance
Hours … for day care assistance
Boxes of food … emergency supply assistance

Assessment Design
–

It is recommended that programs design SSFV specific assessments for program entry
and for program exit based on the data collection requirements of the program as
outline in the SSVF program guide:

–

Although not required, programs should consider adding additional questions related to
the client’s military history and or program eligibility criteria. Questions of local interest
can also be added as desired.

–

Once created, the assessments should be configured to “show on VA entry” and to
“show on VA exit”. This is done in Provider administration under the assessment tab. If
a household sharing assessment is being used to help facilitate data entry for household
members, it should be also be configured to “show on entry” and to “show on exit”.

APPENDIX E
Using the SSVF XML Data Export Utility
This data transfer utility has been designed according to specifications provided by the Veterans
Administration for the purpose of uploading SSVF data to the VA data repository. The SSVF data which
is automatically extracted from ServicePoint includes service record information, program identifying
information, client profile information and client assessment data. Instruction for use is as follows.
1. Contact your Customer Service Specialist and request that the utility be activated on your site.
Once activated, a button for accessing the utility will appear in the Provider Report section of
the Report Dashboard in ServicePoint.
2. Make sure that all data entry has been completed for the month being reported.
3. Use the various data quality reports and ServicePoint’s ad hoc reporting capabilities to monitor
data quality and identify data entry errors and omissions.
4. Correct errors and omissions by editing the client records in ServicePoint.
5. Select the SSVF report from the Provider Report section of the Report Dashboard.
6. Run the report responding to the prompts as appropriate. Note that the start date for the report
should always be specified as 9/15/2011.
7. When the report finishes running a zipped xml file will appears in the tray at the bottom of the
screen and a message will be delivered to the email address in your ServicePoint User
configuration. The message will specify the number of clients, services, and entry exits
contained in the upload file. If the validation check finds errors, the message may also include
one or more error messages,
8. If errors are indicated, further data cleaning may be required prior to submission.
9. Once errors have been corrected and the upload file has been validated, then return to the SSVF
report screen, click on the zipped transfer file located in the tray at the bottom of the screen,
download it, and save it to your computer.
10. Now go to the Veterans Administration Data Repository web site log in screen:
https://www.hmisrepository.va.gov/login.php
11. Log in using the User name and Password supplied by your Agency Administrator of Sys Admin.
12. (NOTE: First time users will need to “register a new account” by clicking the link on the login
page and following the screen instructions.)
13. Click “Upload XML” link to activate the upload utility.
14. Select the proper program from the “Affiliated Program” picklist. (This is assigned when you
register as a first-time user)
15. Enter the date on which you downloaded the data from ServicePoint into “Date of Export:”
16. Click “Browse and navigate to the zip file you saved in step 9.
17. Click on the “Upload File” button to initiate the upload.

18. Wait for the upload to be completed. This may take several minutes depending upon the size of
the XML. Once the upload is complete this screen will appear:

19. Now the XML file will be processed by the repository administrator, you will receive an email
that indicates the status of the validation and gives further instructions.
20. If file is not validated it may be necessary to correct the errors which are indicated and resubmit
the upload for validation.

